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New York, NY Peak Power provides smart software and technology solutions for the modern energy
market. Through their intelligent Peak Synergy platform, Peak Power empowers building owners to
achieve long-term savings from rising electricity bills, reach sustainability goals and increase on-site
resiliency, while aiding utilities in addressing aging infrastructure and peak demand requirements.

The Peak Synergy software optimizes the operation of distributed energy assets such as battery
energy storage, electric vehicles, and solar power. It forecasts moments of peak demand in
buildings and on the grid through the use of “Big Data and Machine Learning,” a form of Artificial
Intelligence (AI).

Peak Power software engineers analyzing grid data.

Peak has developed three specific product lines that leverage the advanced forecasting capabilities
of the Synergy software. Peak’s Building Insight Platform (BIP) is an innovative energy dashboard
that uses wireless internet enabled sensors throughout a building paired with AI analytics to provide
building operators with data-driven insights to operate buildings more efficiently. The BIP features an
intuitive customizable user interface and mobile app so operators can access important building
data anytime throughout the day. The BIP allows operators to proactively deal with issues before
they become problems, improve tenant comfort, and reduce electricity costs. 

Peak Power also offers a Battery Energy Storage Solution (BESS) controlled through the Synergy
software. Peak’s BESS is offered at no-cost to building owners through a shared savings agreement
to lower electricity costs. This business model reduces risk because clients don’t pay anything
unless the systems saves money.

For the third product line, Peak Power is developing an Energy Market Platform (EMP) that will test
innovative models to allow consumers to buy and sell electricity in an open energy market based on
real-time price signals. Peak is planning the world’s largest demonstration of this concept which will
feature 20 commercial office buildings installed with energy storage and 200 electric vehicles with
bi-directional energy capabilities to provide grid services to utilities. 



Peak Power recently partnered with GHP Realty, a division of Houlihan-Parnes Realtors, LLC to
install a battery energy storage system at their head office located at 4 West Red Oak Ln. in
Westchester. This project represents one of the largest energy storage installations in a commercial
building in the state. The project with GHP Reality features Lockheed Martin’s Gridstar 2.0 energy
storage technology, paired with Peak Power’s intelligent software platform. This project also utilizes
Peak Power’s BIP as part of a comprehensive energy management system.

GHP is currently in discussions with Peak Power to install storage systems at various other GHP
properties which would create one of the largest virtual power plants in the state. A virtual power
plant allows a fleet of assets to provide grid services to the utility just like a generating station, but at
much lower cost and without the negative environmental impacts of conventional power plants.

“The New York Public Service Commission has set an ambitious target of installing 3,000 MW of
energy storage by 2030 due to the benefits these systems can provide to the grid,” said Derek Lim
Soo, CEO of Peak Power. “This project really demonstrates how GHP Realty is taking a leadership
role in commercial real estate technology as the industry matures.”

Peak Power’s energy storage system generates significant long-term savings and a reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions from electricity use. It also helps reduce the need for power from Con
Edison’s grid at times when the demand for electricity is high, which usually occurs on hot summer
days. That will help Con Edison keep its service reliable for its 3.4 million customers in New York
City and Westchester County. Energy storage systems are crucial for the future of the electrical grid
to more effectively and efficiently balance energy supply with demand.

“We have been extremely impressed with Peak Power’s capabilities and the simplicity of the overall
process,” said Michael Cinicolo, vice president of property management and construction at GHP.
“We are very excited to be one of the early adopters of energy storage in New York.”

Peak Power also helps buildings meet BOMA Best and LEED Certifications. Only 2-3% of buildings
achieve the Platinum level requirements, and in Toronto, Peak Power helped a 50-year-old building
do it in one year. After 15 years of working hard to receive the BOMA Best certification, it was Peak
Power’s BIP platform that became the game changer for a building at 95 St. Clair Ave. West.

“This was undoubtedly one of the most collaborative efforts I have ever seen,” said national energy
& sustainability manager for Colliers which manages the site, Phillip Raffi, when speaking about the
teamwork and innovative thinking it took to accomplish such a feat.
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